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Covid alert nj

This app is only available on the App Store for iPhone. The COVID Alert NJ application is being prepared by the New Jersey Department of Health (DOH) to complement the comprehensive COVID-19 contact detection effort in New Jersey. COVID Alert NJ is a free and secure mobile app that allows New Jerseyans:1. To be told if they've been in close contact with other app users
who have tested positive for COVID-19 – even if the person is an unknown person2. To detect their symptoms and seek advice on what to do to protect themselves and others3. To be able to warn users of other applications they are in close contact with, if they are tested positive for COVID-19 – especially people they do not know or remember are in close contact with (for
example, during a bus/train ride, in a public place)4. Monitor the latest information and statistics on the COVID-195 pandemic. To achieve NJ public health representatives and connect with support services For all this to work, All you need to do is decline the COVID-19 Disclosure Notification Service (ENS) on your phone in the App.You can also choose to Allow your phone to
turn on the COVID-19 Disclosure Notification Service (ENS) and also Allow your phone to display notifications so you also receive a warning that you've been exposed to someone who has been tested positive for COVID-19. You can also turn off this function, at any time, in the App Settings page. If you receive a Disclosure Notification, you can read NJ DOH's advice under
Disclosure Notification Information or in relation to a public health representative. It is important to note that COVID Alert NJ will not disclose the identity of any person using the app to other application users, and never disclose who has been diagnosed as positive for COVID-19. Help us Stop the Spread of COVID-19 in New Jersey. Share this app with your friends and family. The
use of this App is voluntary and it is available for free download from the Apple App Store. The app runs on iPhone that supports iOS 13.5 and higher. The app is not intended for use by people under the age of 18, as it is deemed not to reach the digital era of consent or consent with The State of New Jersey. You will be asked to confirm that you are 18 years of age or older after
you download our App.View privacy policy here: 9 Oct 2020 Version 1.0.1 Very grateful to have this available and I hope many more downloads/use this to relationships in our state. Well done to make this easy for us! That said I agree with other users that I hope it has more information. You can't zoom on the graph of the number of cases that make them very difficult to see. It
would be more helpful to have a New Case tracker from 24-48 hours ago rather than the amount since April so we can see where we now stand and that graph isn't really stuck from the span in April when the test finally starts. Unfortunately the app has been available for more than a month and there are less than 330k downloads. To worsen the situation, the warning feature of
the exposure is complete waste. I tested positive this week (Monday testing, results from the lab Wednesday morning, was eventually contacted by the Ocean County Department of Health Thursday afternoon). When I asked the OCHD people calling for tracking numbers to enter the app he didn't know what I was talking about yet claimed to have done Ocean County's
relationship detection since March. He said he would make a call and get back to me. I think that might mean the same day, but now Friday and no callback. I want this app to work. I have installed it since early October when there were fewer than 100k users, but in the event that 9 million people had less than 330K downloaded and for the county health department had no
indication (or information to provide) a month after release, this would not help reduce the number of cases in the state. The app has been useful, but I was surprised that when I downloaded it to my son's phone, the app said my son was too young to participate. I downloaded it because they would resume school instructions in person that were limited, and this app seemed like
something they should have. I am keen to hear why those under the age of 17 can't participate. The developer, NJOIT, did not provide details about its privacy practices and data handling to Apple. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. Developers are required to provide privacy details when they submit their next application update. New Jersey's website
Support Privacy Policy Downloads New Jersey's free COVID Alert Alert disclosure notification app. Help protect yourself and your family while ensuring your privacy. Download at the App StoreGet on Google PlayAdd Your Phone to COVID Struggle. Download COVID Alert NJ. COVID Alert NJ is a free and secure New Jersey app that alerts anonymous users if they have been in
close contact with someone who has tested positive for COVID-19. The app also provides users with the latest information on New Jersey reopening news, COVID-19 main metrics, and user-friendly symptom-tracking tools. COVID Alert NJ uses technology near Bluetooth. This application will not record any identifying data. All users will remain anonymous. How it works:
Download COVID Alert NJ on app or The Google Play Store. Choose in to receive Your Current Disclosure Notifications go about your day, the app will use Bluetooth to feel any close contacts—other app users who are within your 6-foot range for 15 minutes or more within 24 hours When your app feels close contact, your phone will exchange secure random codes with close
contact phones. It's To note that your location and name are never disclosed If you test positive for COVID-19, a public health representative will contact you and ask if you are willing to inform your close contact anonymity by uploading your app's close contact code Every day, the app will compare your list of close contact codes to the list of codes associated with users of the
COVID-19 positive app. If there is a match you will get a Disclosure Alert, along with the next steps that suitably be updated: 09/30/2020What is COVID Alert NJ? COVID Alert NJ is a free, and secure mobile app in New Jersey that alerts users if they have been closely connected with someone who has tested positive for COVID-... Learn MoreLast Updated: 11/06/2020How do
users report themselves as positive for COVID-19? When an individual receives a positive test result, they will be contacted by a representative of the Public Health Department and have a t ... Find out MoreLast Updated: 10/07/2020I'm receiving error 1002 or 1005 during onboarding, what should I do about this? If you are connected to Wi-Fi during the onboarding screen, please
disable Wi-Fi, and then proceed via onboardin ... Learn MoreLast Updated: 09/30/2020Does COVID Alert NJ track user locations? COVID Alert NJ does not use, track, or collect any geolocation or GPS data. It works exclusively through nearby Bluetooth detection. Is COVID Alert N... Find out MoreLast Updated: 09/30/2020I'm receiving error 1002 or 1005 during onboarding, what
should I do about this? If you are connected to Wi-Fi during the onboarding screen, please disable Wi-Fi, and then proceed via onboardin ... Learn MoreLast Updated: 09/30/2020How can I share COVID Alert NJ with my family, friends, and social networking? Please visit the COVID Alert NJ Community Toolkit to view and download more than a dozen resources to help you share
the app,... Learn More Get help staying safe with the Covid Alert NJ app. We share this information from the New Jersey State COVID-19 Information Hub. What is Covid Alert NJ? COVID Alert NJ is a free, and secure mobile app in New Jersey that alerts users if they have been closely connected with someone who has tested positive for COVID-19. The app also provides users
with the latest information on New Jersey reopening news, COVID-19 main metrics, and user-friendly symptom-tracking tools. COVID Alert NJ uses technology near Bluetooth. This application will not record any identifying data. All users will remain anonymous. Where can I download COVID Nj? COVID Alert NJ may be loaded down from the App Store for iPhone users and the
Google Play Store for Android users. Visit our website, to find out more. How can exposure notification apps help in the fight against COVID-19? This app is free, easy to use, fully voluntary and protects user privacy and data while providing it with it information, including whether they are potentially exposed to COVID-19 and what steps should be taken to protect others. The New
Jersey disclosure notification app, COVID Alert NJ, is an additional tool in New Jersey's efforts to fight the spread of the COVID-19 outbreak. How does COVID Alert NJ work? COVID Alert NJ uses technology near Bluetooth and works through basic systems developed by Google and Apple. The user app detects and logs Bluetooth devices that have been within six feet of the user
for 15 minutes or more within 24 hours. The device then exchanges anonymous code (random code). If one of the users tests positive over the next 14 days, they will be contacted by a public health representative on duty in the local health department and given a verification code. After a positive user enters a verification code into the app, the app will take all the random code
collected over the previous 14 days and will send anonymous notifications to potentially vulnerable individuals to COVID-19. What are the benefits of using COVID Alert NJ? New Jerseyans should use COVID Alert NJ: To be told if they've been in close contact with other app users who have tested positive for COVID-19 – even if the person is a foreigner To track their symptoms
and get advice on what to do to protect themselves and others To be able to alert anonymously to users of other apps they are in close contact with, if they are tested positive for covid-19 – especially for those they forget to have met and/or their identity does not know (for example, in public places, bus/train rides) To monitor the latest information and statistics related to the
COVID-19 pandemic To reach DOSH public health representatives to help connect them to support (thisfeature will be included post-launch) COVID Alert NJ does not use, track, or collect any geolocation or GPS data. It works exclusively through nearby Bluetooth detection. I live or work in several states that have Disclosure Notifications apps – which apps should I download? All
you need to do is download one COVID Alert app from your home state. NJ, NY, DE, and PA have partnered as regions to ensure all ALERT COVID applications will work statewide with applications. So for New Jerseyans, we encourage you to add your phone to the COVID fight and download COVID Alert NJ! Additional Resources
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